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1. Channel Classiﬁcation
/data1/zhubenjin/workshop_channal
data.conf, conv_2xlstm_channal.conf, channel_updated.lst
./iml_dnn_train conv_2xlstm_channal.conf > train-1.log 2>&1 &

data.conf

conv_2xlstm_channal.conf

./base_conf
channel_label

base_tmp_lstm_5529600_epoch_0.model
channel_updated.lst

zjlt.lst

shuﬄe

data.conf's modiﬁcations:

After trying to connect the 2xlstm to cnn_0 and lstm_0, it turned out that last_0 is the better
choice. During training, ﬁx learing rate of the base, and read them from base ﬁle;

When using the output models to train, comment read=false in conv.conf, it means read
them from output model, rather than train from beginning again.

Traing with adam can gain likelihood up to 0.965, while only approximately get 0.65 with sgd
with momentum.

If you need to change the model from base to newly generated ones, except changing the
modelFile path, comment read=false in each layer of the channel classiﬁcation
branch(2xlstm+fc ) is also needed.

It means in the beginning, parameters needs to be trained from random state. When you use
generated models to train the network, read previously stored parameters from model ﬁle.

2. Training Jointly
/data1/zhubenjin/workshop_ad_train_2/iml-train-platform
Select the best model from above training, and copy it to workshop_ad_train/iml…/ .
Use cut model to cut the parameters of the 2xlstm and the last fc_layer.
./cut_model path_to_channel_classification_model saved_cut_model_name

Merge the base model and the saved cut model to ./new_model
./merge_model path_to_base_mode path_to_saved_cut_model

Modify modelFile in ./ce_ad_train.conf to the new_model path for the ﬁrst training,
then

./iml_dnn_train ce_ad_train.conf > train.log 2>&1 &

According to the test result, it doesn't matter which optimization method is used during training
the channel classiﬁcation model (achieve 0.965 and 0.65 for adam and sgd respectively), the
base model is trained use sgd with momentum. It's conﬁg ﬁle is under dir ./base_conf .
Dynamically changing the modelFile to newly generated model ﬁles according to test result.
My results shows that best performance is approximately 16.000% WER.

3. Test Model Performance
use t.sh to test model ﬁle's WER.

when run this script, you need to change the thread id in it correspond to the model ﬁle:

to run test of zhuance, tengxun or driv, uncomment its speciﬁc part in the script:

the test result is stored in ./DECODER , for example:

4. Analysis
It turns out this method seems to be noneﬀective.
According to the paper, domain label classiﬁer is used when gaining bad performance on using
colored MNIST as test set of a MNIST-Trained model. So it is used to remove additive noises,
while in our scenario, diﬀerences between recorders, compression methods etc. are more likely
to be multiplicative noise. Apart from that, it's intuitive to connect the LSTM classiﬁer to the
CNN feature attractor, than the 1st lstm layer in the base model. But connect to CNN shows
great decrease. The negScalar is also a problem, it is set between -0.01~-0.1, this will leads to
gradients ﬂow back propagate to previous layer slower, while changing to -1 will crash. And also
the convolution is operated on ﬁlter banks, I think maybe it's not a good choice for learning the
additive noises.
I spent about one and a half months to jointly train base and channel model, it never
outperform the base model.
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